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Getting Started 

Great -- in addition to working to make the world a better place -- you've decided to put some 

effort into building a good email program with your supporters. But where to start? What tone 

to take? What to talk about? How to get delivered and read? All are good questions that 

usually keep an email program in first gear. We've put together these guidelines to help you 

get started and focus your efforts on the big pieces that will get you off the ground right and 

not waste time with what doesn’t matter.   

It’s intended for small to medium sized Democratic political campaigns or progressive causes 

in the early stages of building an email campaign. s   

 

Building your email list 

Before anything can begin, you must put some attention to creating your initial list and a 

strategy for growing it over time.  

Start with the emails you have stored at various locations 

If you’re starting from ground zero, go to all the places you have emails -- LinkedIn, facebook, 

the candidate’s rolodex, Gmail, Outlook etc. Gather these lists from all the sources you have. If 

you’ve raised money on external systems like PayPal or ActBlue, get those lists too. Treat this 

as your potential universe – emphasis on potential because you don’t want to just throw these 

people on your email list and start emailing them. Even though you have some email history 

with them, they didn’t ask to receive emails from you so don’t make the mistake of thinking 

you have automatic permission to their inbox. You do have to start somewhere though, so 

start with this list. Just send an email with a polite request for permission and an easy way for 

them to say no thanks.  

Repeat with team members 

Every member of the team has a network of friends. Getting the team to introduce the cause 

or candidates is a great way to get exposure. Since there is no direct link to these people, it’s 

better to treat this as a one-time mailing unless they specifically opt-in.    
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Connect your systems and social networks 

One of the biggest impediments to building a large email audience is disparate systems with 

siloed lists. Getting people from all the tools that you use in your campaign onto your email list 

is critical to building your email reach. Connect your facebook signup to your email or CRM 

system. Where there is no connection available, build a process for moving data periodically.  

Integrate email signups with offline activities 

At every interaction with your supporters, integrate a signup process of some kind. That could 

be something as simple as a signup sheet. Taken a step further, request attendees to rsvp. This 

provides an easy path to adding them to your list electronically.  

Send an intro 

It’s not always reasonable to get specific permission for everyone you will probably add to your 

email list. For example, if you’re using an online donation system from a 3rd party platform, you 

may not have the ability to add an opt-in field, but you still want these donors on your email 

list. So, set up a process for sending a welcome email to people newly added to your list. Here, 

you can welcome them to your team and offer a very easy chance to opt-out.    

Advocate online 

At the core of a campaign or cause is a set of common values and there are opportunities to 

build your audience around those. Petitions are a great tool for allowing your supporters to be 

heard and to help you build your reach. Depending on your campaign, opportunities can be as 

high-profile as a coal train traveling through your area, to a neighborhood project. Use these 

opportunities to allow your supporters to signup, share your message and build your audience.  

Your first email 

When a campaign or cause is just getting off the ground, an email list is typically limited to 

close supporters and friends of the candidate or board. This is a good opportunity to send a 

more intimate welcome email with an ask for help introducing the campaign or cause.   
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Content Strategy 

Getting started with what to write can be the hardest part. Here are principles to guide your 

email content plan.  

Start simple 

It’s easy to get caught up on things like template design and appearance. The fact is though, 

most value from your email is derived from your content and from your relationship with your 

audience. So, focus on building relationships, delivering valuable content that your audience 

wants to get, read, and act on.    

Focus on value  

Watch the presidential campaigns and do the opposite. If you’ve succumbed to the calls to join 

the email list of a presidential or any high-dollar statewide campaign, then you’ve seen a 

systematic abuse of email to try to fundraise a few dollars at a time from every findable email 

address. It’s a churn-n-burn system of sacrificing the long-term potential value of an email 

program for the near-term all-or-nothing goal of raising enough money to get through a 

state’s primary. Unless you’re running for president, don’t emulate these campaigns. Instead, 

treat your email program as an effort to deliver useful information or engagement to your 

constituents.  

Segment to get local and personal 

Talk about issue-related events and how they relate to your campaign. Go super-targeted and 

talk to a small segment about an incident in a specific neighborhood. Car-wash fundraiser 

being held by a local school? What a great opportunity to use your email tool as a 

representative of your district. 

Plan for a consistent ongoing campaign  

An effective email campaign is not a 6-month campaign with an end-date. Most campaigns 

send out a big blast email after not being heard from for about a year and a half and 

immediately start deluging us with a barrage of emails asking for money.  For candidates that 

just held office, this approach ignores the opportunity to provide actual useful information to 

supporters during the time in office – an approach that would have made the pleas for money 

more effective. The day after the election, a winning campaign should thank their supporters.  
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The week after that, they should transform their site into a slightly more legislative tone and 

begin communicating on the import of their job. Taking this approach will consistently build 

your audience and their participation.  

Create conversational and digestible emails  

People are already deluged with email. You need to create content that is interesting and 

efficient to read. Be conversational. Be concise. Avoid long text-heavy updates. Balance your 

text with some pictures.  

Provide clear CTA’s and landing pages 

A CTA is a call-to-action and it gives your audience a way to get involved. For example, you 

might want your audience to help stop a school closing, make a call, or read an article. Make 

your CTA clear and clearly accessible.  

Once your audience has clicked your CTA, a good practice is to send them to a dedicated 

landing page that makes sense for that action and limits non-related information.  

Follow-up with action-takers 

Don't forget to toot that horn. State what the collective action accomplished and thank 

everyone for their engagement. This is a great opportunity to build relationships and loyalty 

among your supporters by showing that the email accomplished something and showing your 

appreciation.  

Create good subject lines 

With most email campaigns, it’s more important to send out good content and do the basics. 

It’s more common for campaigns to spend too much time on subject lines. Don’t’ go 

overboard with subject lines and focus on the rest of the campaign. However, there are some 

general rules that can help.  

Ask a question. Sometimes an interesting question can spark curiosity and engagement.  Here’s 

an example: Have you seen the latest poll?  

Get personal. Let's say you have an event and you need to send an email.  Here are two 

possible subject lines:  

a: “Join us at the John Doe Event” 
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b: “Hi Melisa, will you be joining us at the John Doe Event?” 

Those are very different in terms of grabbing someone’s attention in a crowded inbox.  Most 

email vendors support dynamic content like this so just look for how to do that in your email 

program.  

Limit characters and convey concise value.  

About half of all email is now opened on mobile devices where the screen size is limited to 

around 35 characters. Get to the point as quickly as you can in your subject line. Here’s an 

example: “Early Voting Starts Today!”.  

Use emojis (sometimes) 

Like them or hate them, people use emojis to communicate. Using an emoji in your email 

subject line can be an effective way of identifying with your audience and increasing your 

read/response rate. The problem is that a lot of folks have begun to emulate this so do this 

only where the emoji that can add a useful layer to your message.  

Think about your use of names 

Who an email is from can have an impact on your email performance. In general, it's good to 

have a trusted voice for your campaign or organization. That means that maybe you want to 

send all emails out from the campaign manager or maybe the executive director.  But 

sometimes, it's good to NOT do that. For instance, if you have a portion of your list that is not 

engaging, it might be a good idea to send an email from another person, possibly the 

candidate, or the previous executive director or a member of the board. There's no one answer 

here but the point is to understand that who the email comes from can have an impact. 

Understand your own email performance and test this.  

Using a shared list  

Political campaigns are the worst at sharing lists. Donate to a city council campaign and you 

will surely find yourself on every state party, governor, and state rep’s email list in your state. 

It’s a bad practice but it’s also just the way things are in the campaign world. Try to get 

permission from recipients before placing them on your email list. A much better strategy than 

borrowing a campaign’s list and just sending emails is to ask that campaign to send out an 

email on your behalf. This allows you to leverage that campaign’s relationship with their list. It 

also keeps people off of your list that do not want to hear from you.  
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Deliverability 101 

Understand your sender reputation  

ISPs use several factors to determine your email’s deliverability. One of them is your sender 

reputation. You can think of this as like your credit score but for email.  

Like your credit score, your sender score builds over time. It’s not based on a single email. 

Instead, every time you send an email campaign, the ISPs collect more data about your email 

performance and how to score you as a sender. The big items that go into your reputation are: 

• Prevalence rate of spam reported by your recipients 

• Whether your organization has been reported on any blacklists 

• Sending to spam traps 

• How many of your email bounce 

• Popularity of your email content - how many are opened vs just ignored 

This is not an exhaustive list and each ISP factors sender reputation a little differently but this 

should give you an idea of how a sender score develops over time and what to pay attention 

to so you keep a high sender reputation.  

Never purchase an email list 

Purchasing an email list is a very poor practice for communicating with people that have no 

association with your organization or campaign. The recipients will likely find your email 

intrusive and will report you as spam. This will have an instant and long-standing impact on 

your ability to deliver future emails to your entire audience. 

Keep your email list clean 

Remove bounces, spam reports, and unsubscribes from your email list quickly. Sending to a 

known bounced email repeatedly is a targeted behavior for many ISPs. 

Purge and prune your list of people no longer interested in your email. If you have people on 

your list that have not opened/read an email or taken any actions toward your campaign, then 

it can be better for you if they are just not on your email list. Removing them can have the 

effect of increasing the engagement rate of future emails by only sending to engaged 

audience. A good practice is to segment out non-participants and send an email, asking if they 

are still interested. Tell them they will be opted out unless they re-subscribe. 
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Send useful content that your audience engaged with 

There is no better way to create a good sender reputation than to have a good percentage of 

your audience engaged in your content by reading, responding, and clicking. it goes without 

saying that this would be great for your organization as well. 

Have a clear unsubscribe  

A clear and easy way for a recipient to stop receiving your emails is critical.  First, many ISPs will 

not even deliver if they can’t programmatically identify an opt-out mechanism. Additionally, 

you risk recipients flagging you as spam. Why? Because people frequently take the easy route. 

If someone doesn’t want your email and there’s an easy to use method for flagging your 

message as spam and a not-so-easy way to unsubscribe, then they’ll choose the easy way. 

Spam reports are a killer for your ability to deliver your email. 

Avoid ‘unlimited’ email providers 

Just sending thousands of emails is not complex. But doing all the things that are required to 

help you deliver emails to your supporters’ inbox is not. Choosing an email vendor that offers a 

great-sounding unlimited email is usually the surest way to deliver a bunch of emails to the 

bulk/junk folder.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Founded in 2004, Blue Utopia provides a highly connected software system for Fundraising, 

Email Marketing, Advocacy, CRM & Donor Management for Democratic and Progressive 

campaigns and nonprofits.  

 


